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Release Notes                         May 4, 2022 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues. The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 5.4.2022.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Increase the size of the patient signature box on the ABN page so it’s easier for 
patients to sign 
[Business Enhancement] When utilizing the Exchange Options feature on the product, preserve the ABN so 
users don’t need to create another one 
[Business Enhancement] Add a Print button at the bottom of the PA page so Users don’t have to scroll back 
to the top of the page 
[Business Enhancement] Add and error message to the Restock list page so Users know when a restock needs 
to be resubmitted 
[Business Enhancement] In HiP enabled accounts, update the message Users see when they use the ‘Use 
Another Card’ workflow  
[Business Enhancement] Auto capitalize the state in the demographics section if a patient is created manually 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Relationship to Patient dropdown to select2 so it’s easier to use on iPads 
[Business Enhancement] Remove the SKU field from the ABN 
[Business Enhancement] On Satellite locations restocking from the Warehouse, only show the Warehouse on-
hand quantity so Users know if they can submit a restock to the Warehouse for fulfillment 
[VeriPro] Only send the first 5 characters of the HCPCS code when creating a VeriPro visit if custom HCPCS are 
being utilized on products 
[Operational Enhancement] In SM, upgrade the PA Account Lookup page to BS4 and update the account 
name to be a link into the account  
[Operational Enhancement] In SM, upgrade the Customer Reference Lookup page to BS4 and update the 
account name to be a link into the account 
[Operational Enhancement] In SM, upgrade the Restock Order Lookup page to BS4 and update the account 
name to be a link into the account 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability to use the same barcode value on more than one inventory item 
[Operational Enhancement] For HiP enabled accounts, using V2 API, relax some of the insurance validations 
[Reports] On the PA Status report, add a new column to show if an ABN is attached to a PA 
[Reports] On the Rental Cycle Summary report, separate the Date/Time stamp into two columns 
[Bug] SA Users should be able to edit the Billing Channel and Fulfill From on a Medicare Prior Auth PA, OC 
only 
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Release Notes Cont.                        May 4, 2022 
 

[Bug] Fix padding on the Education tab for Custom Products in SM  
[Bug] Custom HCPCS codes aren’t saving if the valid HCPCS is followed by a period and additional characters 
[Chore] Upgrade the Identity Providers page in SM to BS4 
[Chore] Upgrade the Account Groups, Roles, Users and Body Areas pages in SM to BS4 
[Chore] Add ESBuild to Jenkins deployment scripts 
 
  
 
 


